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Called in to investigate the theft of some statuettes stolen from the Egyptian
Museum in New York, the Hardy brothers become involved in a deepening
mystery which includes the possible overthrow of another country's government.
"Featuring eighty-two seminal writings, Social Theory helps students draw
connections across different schools of thought. Each reading is enhanced by a
concise, thought-provoking introduction that highlights its key points and frames it
in a larger context. These introductions serve as a useful 'road map' for students
as they travel through the diverse views and continuing debates that make the
study of social theory an exciting adventure. The introductions also explain core
issues and relationships among the topics covered.
Continuous Media Databases brings together in one place important
contributions and up-to-date research results in this fast moving area. Continuous
Media Databases serves as an excellent reference, providing insight into some of
the most challenging research issues in the field.
This Curriculum Guide is a supplementary instructional tool designed for users of
South-Western texts about Microsoft Office 2000. This guide provides all the
information necessary for a complete curriculum for this popular suite of
applications. Different areas covered include Word, Excel, Access, PowerPoint,
Outlook, FrontPage, and Publisher. Three different series are covered as
curriculums: South-Western series, QuickTorial series, and the Napier and Judd
series. Users will also find the basic facts about Microsoft Office User Specialist
(MOUS) certification.
This comprehensive resource features up-to-date bibliographical, biographical
and contact information for approximately 20,000 living authors worldwide who
have at least one English publication. Entries typically include name,
pseudonyms, addresses, citizenship, birth date, specialization, career information
and a bibliography. Contact information includes e-mail addresses where
available.
The protection of sensitive information against unauthorized access or fraudulent
changes has been of prime concern throughout the centuries. Modern
communication techniques, using computers connected through networks, make
all data even more vulnerable for these threats. Also, new issues have come up
that were not relevant before, e. g. how to add a (digital) signature to an
electronic document in such a way that the signer can not deny later on that the
document was signed by him/her. Cryptology addresses the above issues. It is at
the foundation of all information security. The techniques employed to this end
have become increasingly mathematical of nature. This book serves as an
introduction to modern cryptographic methods. After a brief survey of classical
cryptosystems, it concentrates on three main areas. First of all, stream ciphers
and block ciphers are discussed. These systems have extremely fast
implementations, but sender and receiver have to share a secret key. Public key
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cryptosystems (the second main area) make it possible to protect data without a
prearranged key. Their security is based on intractable mathematical problems,
like the factorization of large numbers. The remaining chapters cover a variety of
topics, such as zero-knowledge proofs, secret sharing schemes and
authentication codes. Two appendices explain all mathematical prerequisites in
great detail. One is on elementary number theory (Euclid's Algorithm, the
Chinese Remainder Theorem, quadratic residues, inversion formulas, and
continued fractions). The other appendix gives a thorough introduction to finite
fields and their algebraic structure.
This book and its accompanying CD-ROM offer a complete treatment from background
theory and models to implementation and verification techniques for simulations and
linear analysis of frequently studied machine systems. Every chapter of Dynamic
Simulation of Electric Machinery includes exercises and projects that can be explored
using the accompanying software. A full chapter is devoted to the use of MATLAB and
SIMULINK, and an appendix provides a convenient overview of key numerical methods
used. Dynamic Simulation of Electric Machinery provides professional engineers and
students with a complete toolkit for modeling and analyzing power systems on their
desktop computers.
Used both as a pedagogical tool and a reference. This work is used for any introductory
programming course that includes Unix and for advanced courses such as those on
Operating Systems and System Administration. It contains over 900 exercises and selftest questions. This book also features coverage of Linux, where Linux differs from
UNIX.
Offering essential preparation for using any Web page design software, this text
provides a common-sense approach to design fundamentals and emphasizes using a
Web home page to capture a particular audience. Each project gives students an
opportunity to enhance their personal Web portfolio. This text includes critical analysis
of Web page organization, design, and functionality. 15+ hours of instruction.
Field work, supplemented by laboratory studies, is a cornerstone for the geological
sciences. This volume provides an introduction to general field work through selected
topics that illustrate specific techniques and methodologies. One hundred and twentythree main entries prepared by leading authorities from around the world deal with
aspects of exploration surveys, geotechnical engineering, environmental management.
field techniques, mapping, prospecting, and mining. Special efforts were made to
include topics that consider aspects of environmental geology in particular those
subjects that involve field inspections related to, for example, the placement of artificial
fills, sediment control in canals and waterways, the geologic effects of cities, or the
importance of expansive soils to environmental management and engineering. In
addition, some widely ranging topics dealing with legal affairs, geological methodology,
the scope and organization of geology, report writing, and other concepts, such as
those related to plate tectonics and continental drift, provide a necessary perspective to
the arena of field geology.
Visual QuickStart Guides, designed in an attractive tutorial and reference format, are
the quickest, easiest, and most thorough way to learn applications, tasks, and
technologies. The Visual QuickStart Guides are a smart choice and guide the learner in
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a friendly and respectful tone. Visually presented with copious screenshots, the focused
discussions by topic and tasks make learning a breeze and quickly take you to exactly
what you want to learn. Microsoft Office 2013: Visual QuickStart Guide, written by bestselling author Steve Schwartz, has been extensively rewritten to provide expanded
coverage of the core Office applications: Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook,
provides in-depth instructions on many of the new features and changes introduced in
Office 2013, and offers a thorough introduction to the Office Web Apps. Coverage of
each application is jam-packed with information and tips that not only explain HOW to
perform a task, but WHY you need this procedure and WHEN it's best to use it.
Includes eBook In addition to concise, step-by-step explanations of core tools and
tasks, with plenty of helpful screen shots to keep you on track as you work, Microsoft
Office 2013 for Windows: Visual QuickStart Guide includes the eBook. You can
download digital versions of this book to load on the mobile device of your choice so
that you can continue learning whenever and wherever you are. We provide you with
EPUB, PDF, and MOBI eBook formats to ensure that you get the experience that best
suits your viewing needs.
Using object-oriented terminology from the start, Object-Oriented Programming Using
C++, Fourth Edition, will provide readers with a solid foundation in C++ programming.
Like its predecessors, the fourth edition uses clear, straightforward examples to teach
both the syntax of the C++ language and sound programming principles. It begins with
an overview of object-oriented programming and C++, and then builds upon this
knowledge to teach increasingly complex concepts, such as inheritance, templates,
handling exceptions, and advanced input and output. Aimed at providing readers with
the most current programming knowledge, this edition has been updated to reflect the
latest software, Visual C++ 2008. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Focus your organisation on customers and form successful working partnerships
with clients.
This QuickTorial provides a quick introduction for beginning users of Microsoft
Publisher 2000. This self-paced, self-instructional guide provides students with all
the instruction necessary to become a proficient user of this leading desktop
publishing program.
IBM ViaVoice QuickTorial provides all the information necessary to master voice
recognition in 12+ hours. This fully tested product trains the computer as much
as it trains the user. Users will become experts at dictation with ViaVoice. Also
included in the book is a special appendix on Conversa Web, software that
allows the user to dictate commands to an Internet browser instead of using the
keyboard and mouse.
Set a higher standard. Discovering Computers 2005 continues a tradition of
compelling and exciting content, multimedia, and instructional support.
The art collector who suspects the Hardy boys of stealing one of his valuable
paintings offers them a chance to prove their innocence by hiring them to find the
painting and the real culprits.
Microsoft Publisher 2000 QuicktorialCourse Technology Ptr
This book contains step-by-step activities that help users master the techniques and extra
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reinforcement activities that provide enrichment opportunities. Appendices on using the
software with Word and WordPerfect are included. Natural language commands are
emphasized throughout the text.
Often the whipping boys of politicians and pundits, lobbyists are the recipients of lampooning
stump portrayals and sensationalized news coverage. Little attention is given to how most
lobbyists simply do their job or become effective at what they do. Whether it&BAD:’s helping
staff draft legislative language, providing members with quality policy and political information,
or just being a good listener, lobbyists must build and maintain relationships. If they do,
they&BAD:’ll succeed in advancing their policy objectives within the give-and-take process of
the American legislative system. The Art of Lobbying examines strategies and techniques from
the perspective of those who are lobbied&BAD:—the people who know what resonates and
what falls upon deaf ears in congressional offices. A former longtime lobbyist himself, Levine
has interviewed more than 40 current or former members of Congress, along with their
staffers, to give a thorough review of the relevant academic literature and offer a behind-thescenes perspective on what constitutes the art of lobbying.
Depicts people around the world collecting, chilling, and drinking water.
Dragon Naturally Speaking QuickTorial will provide everything needed to master voice
recognition in 12+ hours. This fully tested product trains the computer as much as it trains the
user. Users will become experts at dictation with Dragon Naturally Speaking. Also included in
this book is a special appendix on Conversa Web, software that allows the user to dictate
commands to an Internet browser instead of using the keyboard and mouse.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 1st European Edition, brings to life the modern-day core
principles of corporate finance using a problem solving approach. The book is an adaptation of
the highly successful Fundamentals of Corporate Finance text by Ross, Westerfield and
Jordan and is aimed specifically at an international audience.
This non-software-specific text covers multimedia concepts, business computer applications,
and other essential skills all in one package.

Frank and Joe must solve the mysteries of a "monster" who terrorizes Bayport and a
girl who runs away to join a cult, which may just be linked.
The Reading Comprehension guide (1 of the 8 books in Manhattan GMAT's
Preparation Guide series) provides a highly organized and structured approach to the
variety of questions in this verbal content area. The guide introduces sketching and
headlining techniques designed to facilitate active reading, increase comprehension,
and improve time management. The guide also provides strategies for different
question types, and a battery of sample passages of increasing difficulty. The book
offers a unique balance between two competing emphases: test-taking strategies and
in-depth content understanding. Practice problem sets build specific foundational skills
in each topic and include the most advanced content that many other prep books
ignore. As the average GMAT score required to gain admission to top b-schools
continues to rise, this guide provides test takers with the depth and volume of advanced
material essential for succeeding on the GMAT's computer adaptive format. Book also
includes online access to 6 full-length Simulated Practice GMAT Exams at Manhattan
GMAT's website.
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